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IHDD-GRAND Algorithm for
Decoding Symmetric Block-Wise

Concatenated BCH Codes
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ABSTRACT

Block-wise concatenated Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem

(BC-BCH) codes are shown to have excellent

error-correcting capability under hard-decision de-

coding. The variant of BC-BCH codes, namely

symmetric BC-BCH (SBC-BCH) codes, is later

introduced to improve the error-correcting performance

of BC-BCH codes. In this work, we propose a new

hard-decision algorithm, IHDD-GRAND, which aims

to further enhance the error-rate of SBC-BCH codes.

The proposed algorithm uses GRAND as an auxiliary

decoder for the IHDD, and it can be efficiently

implemented by utilizing the error-confinement

property of SBC-BCH codes. It will be shown that

the proposed algorithm significantly improves the

error-correcting performance of SBC-BCH codes.

Key Words : BCH codes, symmetric block-wise
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Block-wise concatenation of Bose-Chaudhuri-

Hocquenghem (BCH) [1] codes was first proposed in

[2], [3] and is shown to have outstanding

error-correcting capability under an iterative

hard-decision decoding (IHDD) algorithm.

Consequently, the block-wise concatenated BCH

(BC-BCH) codes are particularly suitable for

applications where obtaining soft information is

infeasible, such as solid-state drives (SSDs) and

optical communications. In [4], symmetric BC-BCH

(SBC-BCH) codes are devised to enhance the error-

correcting performance of the conventional BC-BCH

codes. Furthermore, it is shown that the SBC-BCH

codes achieve significantly better error-rate

performance than the conventional BC-BCH codes

when the IHDD algorithm is used.

Guessing random additive noise decoding

(GRAND) algorithm [5, 6] has recently been proposed

to be a universal decoder, and its efficient hardware

architecture is introduced in [7]. GRAND algorithm

operates by iteratively testing putative noise vectors,

starting from the most probable to the least probable

noise vector. Each test requires subtracting the

putative noise vector from the received word and

querying if the result is a valid codeword. Generally,

the parity check matrix of the code is used for the

querying. The first instance where a codeword is

found ends the iterative tests, and that codeword is

the decoding output.

Unique to the SBC-BCH codes, the block-wise

concatenation structure ensures that the erroneous bits

on each constituent code are confined in blocks when

the IHDD fails, which we call as error-confinement

property. In other words, the erroneous and

non-erroneous bits can be clearly distinguished on

each constituent code. In this paper, we will show that

the GRAND algorithm takes advantage of the

error-confinement property and uses this property to

simplify the iterative tests of putative noise vectors.

As a result, the GRAND algorithm corrects errors

more effectively, and we can enjoy the extra

error-correction performance by integrating the

GRAND algorithm into the IHDD.

Ⅱ. The IHDD-GRAND Algorithm

The conventional GRAND algorithm [5] aims to
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correct any number of errors in the received word.

Due to the high number of testing putative noise

vectors, it is impractical to use the conventional

GRAND algorithm. Instead, another variant of

GRAND, called GRAND with abandonment

(GRANDAB), is proposed in [5], and its decoding

latency can be easily controlled by changing the

abandonment threshold. The GRANDAB algorithm is

described in Algorithm 1.

In this paper, we integrate the IHDD and

GRANDAB algorithms to further improve the

error-correcting performance of the SBC-BCH code

and reduce the number of iterative tests associated

with the GRANDAB algorithm. Once the received

SBC-BCH code experiences decoding failure in the

IHDD, there are several unrecovered constituent codes

(which we will call failed constituent codes), and we

can take advantage of the knowledge of non-erroneous

bits to simplify the generation of test noise vectors

in the GRANDAB algorithm. Figure 1 shows an

example of SBC-BCH code with three failed

constituent codes. Each failed constituent code has

exactly three erroneous blocks where the bit errors

are confined, and the bits outside these blocks are

correctly decoded. The GRANDAB needs only to

guess the noise vector corresponding to the location

of the erroneous bits. Hence, the number of iterative

tests of putative noise vectors is dramatically reduced,

thus reducing the decoding latency of the GRANDAB

algorithm.

Further simplification to the GRANDAB algorithm

can be made by noting that we are dealing with binary

BCH code in this work. The binary BCH code has

a unique property that even-numbered syndromes can

be easily computed by knowing the odd-numbered

syndromes [8]. Specifically,

(1)

where  is the -th syndrome value, () is the

received word in polynomial form,  is the -th root

of the BCH code, and  starts from one because we

consider narrow-sense BCH code. Therefore, we can

avoid storing parity check matrix  and matrix-vector

multiplication when checking for valid codeword in

the iterative tests of the GRANDAB algorithm.

The complete diagram block of our proposed

decoder is shown in Fig. 2. First, the received SBC-

BCH word is decoded by using the IHDD. If the

IHDD encounters a decoding failure, the GRANDAB

algorithm is activated, and it tries to correct errors

on each constituent code. Once the GRANDAB

successfully decodes a failed constituent code, the

IHDD is resumed to continue the decoding process

for the rest of the failed constituent codes. This

Fig. 1. The SBC-BCH code with three failed constituent
codes, kB is the total number of constituent codes.

Fig. 2. Diagram block of IHDD-GRAND algorithm.
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mechanism is more efficient than letting the

GRANDAB decode all failed constituent codes since

the IHDD is computationally cheaper than the

GRANDAB algorithm. We declare decoding failure

in the proposed algorithm when all failed constituent

codes cannot be recovered by the GRANDAB

algorithm.

Ⅲ. Simulation Results

In this section, we show the error-rate improvement

of the SBC-BCH code when the IHDD-GRAND

algorithm is used. It is worth mentioning that we

ignore the detailed analysis of computational

complexity because it highly depends on hardware

architecture. Hence, we put more focus on error-rate

improvement instead. We use a codeword error rate

(CER) over raw bit error rate (RBER) as the metric

for measuring the error-correction performance. We

design an SBC-BCH code having code rate  = 0.74

and message length of 4096 bits. The code consists

of 40 constituent codes, each of which is a (247, 211,

4) shortened BCH code.

We set the abandonment threshold of GRANDAB

algorithm by  + 1, that is the GRANDAB algorithm

will attempt to correct  + 1 errors on each constituent

code. A higher value of abandonment threshold results

in better error-correcting capability at the expense of

longer decoding latency. Figure 3 depicts the

comparison of error-correction performance between

the conventional IHDD and our proposed decoding

algorithm. At RBER of 0.01, the IHDD algorithm

achieves a CER around 8 × 10-5 while our proposed

algorithm obtains a CER value about 7 × 10−7.

Considering that our proposed algorithm only utilizes

hard outputs from the channel, we believe this

significant improvement on CER performance is

particularly beneficial for applications where soft

information is difficult to obtain, such as solid-state

drives (SSDs) and optical communications.

Ⅳ. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new IHDD-GRAND

algorithm to improve the error-correcting performance

of the SBC-BCH code. The error-confinement

property allows us to employ the GRANDAB

algorithm with reduced complexity. Further

simplification in the GRANDAB algorithm is made

by using the even-syndrome property of a binary BCH

code. We observed a notable CER performance

improvement with the IHDD-GRAND algorithm

compared to the conventional IHDD algorithm when

decoding the SBC-BCH code.
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